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The Lost Colony
Where are the Weavers?
By Namrata Muralidharan

W

alking into Weavers’ Colony, one expects to
see a vibrant, colorful community. Instead
you find an almost barren road dotted with
dilapidated shops selling cheap nylon garments and not
the exquisitely woven handloom sarees that one hears
so much about. This is the first of the many contradictions that one comes across in Weavers Colony, supposedly a place for weavers to live and practice their trade
but where, in reality, they are actually hard to find.

Today, Weavers’ Colony isn’t as vibrant as it started out

A sari that sells for ₹1,250 in the market, yields them
a minimum wage of ₹250. The rest goes into paying the middlemen who generally raise prices to
increase their profits. Most weavers work under a
contract, which comes with its own pros and cons.
However, this is a standardized form of income and
therefore tardiness in delivering goods could result
in the lowering of wages. Power cuts are the main
reason for their inability to complete their work and
often lead to a loss of contracts.
The government also plays a pivotal role in their
lives. Since Karnataka does not give as much in the
form of subsidy as Tamil Nadu or Maharashtra, it
has an impacts their efficiency. Only those weavers

with a “standardized income” are provided with subsidies and most weavers are unable to claim them as they
have a very seasonal income. While most weavers deny
the knowledge of government subsidies, there are others who make full use of it.
Kalaivani, whose business has been in the family for
around 150 years, belongs to the latter category. However, she has her own share of problems. Unlike other
weavers who weave for themselves, Kalaivani has five
workers, albeit inconsistent ones; for eleven of her power looms. “Since there is a shortage of laborers only half
the regular production takes place.” she said. “It has become a system in which the owner has to labor.” Born
into a family of weavers, she has been able to make profits upto 20,000 a month. The only reason why she is able
to manage successfully is because it is a family business
and most of her loan has already been paid off.

While power looms are abundant in Weavers’ Colony, hand looms are quite rare. Handloom sarees have
always been more valued, and their exquisiteness
has long been attributed to painstaking effort involved in weaving a single sari for three to five days.
While more laborious and time consuming, handThese weavers also face competition from many other loom sarees are also considerably expensive. They
sources. “With cotton sarees coming into fashion, silk are different from power looms in many ways. They
sarees are losing their importance, and we are losing do not produce a huge amount of noise unlike their

Rounak Ghosh
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our profits,” says Kalaivani. Palani, another resident
of weavers colony explains, “China is a huge competition to us,” he says, “Their goods enter the market
at a lower price and causes a loss in our profits.” With
only two power looms to earn a livelihood, Palani is
also a victim of loan sharks. He explains that most
individuals in Weavers’ Colony share the same predicament as him. Most make around 10,000-12,000
a month, but a large part of it goes in paying off the
loan sharks, who threaten to confiscate their looms,
their only source of income, if the interest isn’t paid
on time.

FRAMING LIVES

FRAMING LIVES

Set up in 1972 by Indira Gandhi, Weavers’ Colony is a
settlement of roughly 50 weaving families. Almost every house has a loom in it. The main reason for such a
set up is the deafening noise produced by these looms.
While most weaving families are accustomed to the
noise, their neighbors find it very disturbing. By creating a separate settlement for the weavers, not only
were more friendly trade relations established, but it
also solved the problem of the disturbance caused by
the deafening sound of the loom.

to be. The dwindling number of weavers can be attributed to various problems. Seasonal sale which
takes place mainly during festive times like Diwali
seems to be the main reason for their fluctuating income. They only have enough profit to make ends
meet.

Rounak Ghosh
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The younger generation
calls it a suicidal
profession

Rounak Ghosh
mechanized counterparts; and even the thread is spun “My son studied mechanical engineering and now he
in the machine itself unlike in power looms where it is is working in ISRO”, says Mohan Kumar proudly, one
of the rare handloom users in the area, while using a
bought from the market.
cycle wheel as a spool. Most of the younger generation
As the name suggests, handlooms are worked by man- does not want to weave and this is the most pressing
ual force, and no form of power is needed. This is a issue at hand for these people. Unlike their predecesdouble edged sword in many ways; where their work sors, the next generation seems to be more focused
is unaffected by the frequent power cuts but the work- on more mainstream professions. Not only are their
ers, themselves are not provided with any form of sub- family professions threatened, but this may also result
sidy. The latest scheme by the Karnataka Government in us losing a very important piece of our heritage.
of providing weavers’ money to buy power looms has Most weavers attribute this attitude to education. “The
also brought about the crossover from traditional younger generation calls it a suicidal profession”, says
hand looms to more mechanized versions.
Kalaivani.
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The economic gap between the weavers themselves
only worsen their predicament. While well established
weavers are able to sustain a comfortable profit by
means of government subsidies, others like Palani and
Kumar are barely able to eke out a livelihood.
We weave beautiful clothes for the world, Mohan
The fact that they receive almost no form of support;
but we don’t have clothes to
be it the government or their own children, adds to
their multitude of obstacles. Their plight was summed
cover our backs
up in a single utterance by Palani, “We weave beautiful clothes for the world, but we don’t have clothes to
cover our backs.”
(namrata.muralidharan@arts.christuniversity.in)
WE CARE | March 2016
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The Cost of Progression

There is a price that we pay to give our children better lives

Supraja Sudhir

A

s I look back on my experience at Sivakasi, I am
overwhelmed with longing for the place that taught me
so much. I remember, it was the
last week of October when I went
as part of an internship I had taken up with twenty others at Kalaiyakuruchi, a village near Sivakasi. Throughout, our stay, we were
mainly involved with the children of Meadows High School.
The total strength of this school
is one hundred and seventy and
they are taught by ten teachers.
When we took the students to the
ground to play games, the boys
and the girls refused to mingle
and felt awkward and shy when
they were put into groups combining both genders. Girls were
hesitant to talk to boys and the
boys completely ignored the girls.
This kind of a mindset has been
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inculcated into the minds of the
children by the school where they
refuse to let boys and girls intermingle and in fact fear that it may
give the community a bad name.

While they were working
for something as
progressive as education,
they couldn’t care less
about something as basic as
sanitation.

ones belonging to the poorer strata of
the society are working women. Even
their daughters after finishing their
degree, work for a certain amount
of time, then get married and never
earn again. When questioned about
working after marriage, the whole
concept seems absurd to them. It is
clear that the idea of career women
is seen as more of a necessity than a
In most of the families both the choice.
parents work to support the
household, and more importantly, Most people there complain about
their children’s education. A great the salty drinking water available.
deal of their wages are spent on They often end up buying water from
this. They all want their children outside which costs them almost ten
to study so that they won’t suffer rupees per pot. Children don’t eat a
the way that they themselves have balanced diet and there is no educatheir entire lives, just to make ends tion about menstruation, health and
meet. It is clear to them that edu- hygiene in their class. Their games
cation is the only path to progress classes are utilized for the purposes
of teaching and then they have to go
and a better lifestyle.
home and do chores which in turn
In the more well off families, the lessens the amount of time available
women are homemakers. Only the for studying.
owns two barren lands. The family does not wish to farm, however,
they are not ready to sell their land.
They have two boys. The husband,
Mr. Vijay Kumar, lost his hearing
while working in his earlier job
in an aluminum factory and later transferred to a job in the firecracker factory.

In a village which focuses so much
on education, their disregard for
sanitation is something which
took us aback. Most of the houses
have no toilets and the ones which
do, are unused.
Their mindset is oriented around
the idea that, just because they are
villagers, they don’t need toilets
and the open countryside is more
than enough for their use. This
disturbed us a lot mainly because
while they were working for something as progressive as education,
they couldn’t care less about something as basic as sanitation.
(subhiksha.shankar@gmail.com)
(s.amrithavalli@yahoo.com)
(namrata.muralidharan@arts.
christuniversity.in)
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By S. Amrithavalli | Subhiksha Shankar | Namrata Muralidharan

The main occupation of the village is making firecrackers. Most
parents encourage their children
to pursue their education so as to
get jobs which are not as harmful.
Ravi, a resident of the village often
helps his mother with her work
in the match box factory when
she brings it home. His father had
passed away due to kidney failure and his mother supports the
household on her own. Neither
seem to know or understand the
hazardous nature of the chemicals
that they handle daily.
Lack of proper water facilities is
a serious concern in this village.
One family that we interacted with

Supraja Sudhir
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Standing Under a Streetlight

The markets that move lives

FRAMING LIVES

By Sharon Marianne Varghese | Sonket Mukherjee

A

s we walked down Brigade
road, the sound of drums
stood out from the deafening
traffic noise. Two men walked down
the street with instruments of all
shapes and sizes strung on their shoulders. On striking up a conversation,
we found out that they were Aliullah
and Dilshad Ali, two brothers intensely pursuing their mission to travel the
country and to make their living while
at it.
They make the drums themselves at
their house in Hebbal and then go
around the city selling them. They get
the materials required to create these
instruments from Lucknow. The cost of
making one drum depends on the size
and can be worth anything between ₹
200-750 generally giving them a profit of ₹150-300 on each piece. The two
brothers aren’t permanent residents of
the city. In fact, they aren’t permanent
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residents of any city. They travel
from town to town and sell their
drums. “Tourist destinations make
for great markets,” says Dilshad Ali
remembering their visits to places like Goa, Kerala, Kanyakumari,
Kashmir and other places that are
frequented by tourists.
It is these wandering travellers that
add to the colourful ensemble that
makes up the crowd that inhabits
this city of Bangalore. With the
exception of malls, Street Hawkers are a common sight in almost
all commercial areas in India. The
goods they sell vary from accessories and clothes to toys or kitchenware and other household goods
and sometimes even old coins and
medallions like Aravind who sets
up shop on Koramangala’s 80ft.
road.

Unlike the typical antique store,
Aravind’s store is just a table
upon which one can find coins
of varying origins. Some of them
are medallions that were made
during the reign of Tipu Sultan
while others are those that were
commissioned by the British.
Apart from these there are also
old Indian coins like annas, ten
paisa coins and other such denominations that have since
been decommissioned.
Extensive effort goes into collecting goods for selling. It seems to
be the tale of treasure seekers.
Aravind travels to villages like
Hassan, Belur, Halebidu in Karnataka in search for his ware.
They are found by the villagers
while emptying old boxes and
trunks during excavations and
since the coins are of no value to

Sonket Mukherjee

says that the reason why he does
not involve himself with stores
and markets is simply because he
doesn’t want to work with other
people. A feeling, that most of us
can identify with.
Moreover, it seems to us that
Street Hawkers also provide us
with an opportunity to bargain,
an activity that most Indians
seem to enjoy extensively. This
requires a basic understanding
that the seller must name the
highest possible price, at least,
double of what he will eventually
sell it at and the consumer must
be proficient in making noises of
dissatisfaction. In the end, both
will agree reluctantly to a price,
claiming loudly that they have
been ripped off while the devils
in their hearts are laughing in
glee at having defeated the other. How they have won, neither
knows.
(sharon.marrianne@gmail.com)
(sonketm3@gmail.com)

“ It has become a symbol for individual
freedom in business ”

FRAMING LIVES

It’s poetic juxtapositioning when one contrasts the giant buildings with the tottering Street
Hawkers making their way, wherever the crowd leads them.

them because antique stores only ₹50 on an average on each piece and
take those that are made of gold and a daily profit of around ₹1500. It is
silver; they willingly part with them. important to understand that the
amount of profit they make does
Students often buy these coins for not necessarily mean a lavish lifeprojects to add to their collections. style. It is often just about enough
Aside from these, he also sells brass for them to make ends meet.
statues and other paraphernalia
commonly used in Hindu ritu- Moreover, their income is varials. These he makes at home using able. The highest amount of profit
scrap brass and then uses moulds is made during festival times and
to shape them. Later he carves de- they always face competition from
tails by hand. Aravind does his job the high-end, branded stores that
with a lot of dedication and makes a make their imposing presence felt.
profit of ₹500-2000 per day.
Along with the decrease in price,
there often comes about a necesThe idea of ‘street shopping’ of- sary reduction in quality as well. It’s
ten revolves around jewellery. poetic juxtapositioning when one
These range from heavy metallic contrasts the giant buildings with
to brightly coloured beaded and the tottering Street Hawkers makplastic ones. Maya and Mamta are ing their way, wherever the crowd
two such ordinary individuals who leads them.
bring brass and metallic jewellery
from Delhi and sell them in Banga- Street Hawkers represent a novlore. They incur a cost of ₹40,000- el form of business. One that is
50,000 in transporting them from free from the dangerous traps of
Delhi. When asked why they don’t contracts and has now become a
sell them in Delhi itself, Mamta says symbol for individual freedom in
that the competition is too hard to business. Sayved, another jewellery
keep up with. They make a profit of seller at the corner of M.G Road

		Sonket Mukherjee
Rounak Ghosh
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Senthil Kumar

Grama, an organization that promotes organic farming and the empowerment of women has been of
substantial importance in the spread
of information regarding this process. They are in the process of creating a model for organic farming
There are certain problems associ- which will also sustain the farmer for
ated with organic farming. The first the three year waiting period profitis that each farmer need a govern ably.
ment certificate that allows him to
pursue this as his occupation. Do- Most farmers on not receiving proping so otherwise is illegal. Secondly er returns on their farm products
and more importantly, they require find it difficult to pay back their loans
a three year period to prepare the and in the process take up more of
land for such farming. A period them. When the burden grows too
during which the farmers them- heavy, they often end up committing
selves may be rendered penniless. suicide. This is not helped by the fact
sumed safely. Organic farmers produce their own fertilizer through
a mixture of cow manure and
urine with water which is allowed
to decompose away from direct
sunlight.

that the demand for products on the
organic side is less in comparison to
the cheaper artificially fertilized ones.
Organic products differ in quality as
well. They are smaller, slightly dull in
colour and far more nutritious.
The government is ready to give incentives to encourage organic farming. The investment must however
be by the farmer himself. Only if organic farming is promoted will the
earth be saved and in turn our lives
through the food that we consume.
					
					
(diya271997@gmail.com)

FRAMING LIVES

The Marginalized Farms

Only if organic farming is promoted will the earth be saved and in turn our lives
through the food that we consume

By Divya Sharma

R

ecently, we had a chance to
meet farmers who practice
organic farming in Chitradurga. Most of us have never been truly exposed to it and are often under
the misconception that it provides
no significant difference in terms of
its contribution towards our health
when compared to normal vegetables.

It is important to understand the
background against which it arose.
After the Bengal famines there arose
a strong need among Indians to make
sure that no man ever died of hunger
again. It was one of the causes due
to which the Green Revolution took
place during which all efforts were
made to fertilize the soil. Unfortunately the method used was that of

artificial fertilizers and pesticides
which served their purpose but destroyed the soil for sustainable use.
In layman terms, Organic farming
ensures the use of natural resources
in order to promote the fertility of
the soil. It ensures the natural quality of the product tand makes sure
that it is not harmful and can be con-

Sonket Mukherjee
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| Synaesthesia |
See the world
through my eye

The idea that
destroyed the
world

By Shivli Shrivastava

(shivlishrivastava@gmail.com)

SYNAESTHESIA

SYNAESTHESIA

By Aishwarya Anand
(anand.aishwarya@
gmail.com)

The Rumpelstiltskin
Phenomenon
By Ananthakrishnan Sanilkumar

(shivaramanananthakrishnan@gmail.com)

To be or not to be
By Shivli Shrivastava

(shivlishrivastava@gmail.com)
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Colour me with Hunger
By Ritwika Nag

(ritwika.nag@psy.christuniversity.in)

The Monochromatic
shades of Life
By Ritwika Nag

(ritwika.nag@psy.christuniversity.in)

FEAR
By Husna Fayaz
(husnafayaz@gmail.com)

By Sruthi VR

(sruthi197@hotmail.com)

The Girl Who Walked the Skies

Every night she would lie on the bed outside her house and look at the stars

By Narayanan Sreekumar

O

nce upon a time there was a girl who used to live in a village where the air was pure and the sky was
clear. Every night she would lie on the bed outside her house and look at the stars. Then, she would
go to the extreme left end of the earth and climb the stairs towards the sky and look down at the
world from there. Then, she tied a rope to a star just like her dad who tied ropes to trees and jumped from
star to star. Each star she jumped on, she stood for a moment and looked at the world. Every time she looked,
she saw different things. When she would get bored of jumping, she walked the skies. And once again, back
to jumping. She reached the extreme right end of the sky and climbed down the steps to earth. Tired, she
walked home slowly. There, she had roti and chhaas for dinner, told her aayi about her short trip and eventually slept off. Each day she would walk the skies, but jump over different stars.
Then one day, she started going to school. Never again did she walk the skies, nor jump the stars.

(narayanan_mailz@yahoo.in)
Krishna Balaji

The Last Relief
By Supraja Sudhir

SYNAESTHESIA

(suprajas@outlook.com)

SPOTLIGHT

Natural Air
Artificially Produced
By Ananthakrishnan Sanilkumar

(shivaramanananthakrishnan@gmail.com)

Narayanan Sreekumar lives in Kochi and has studied in Chinmaya Vidyalaya. He is currently working on his Gandhi
Fellowship in Sarada, a Tribal area in Udaypur, in governmental schools and villages. He is passionate about writing,
acting and travelling and maintains a blog under the name narayanan93.wordpress.com
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The Short-Sightedness of Our Desires

With the growing economic capability of humankind globally, the balance is
tipping heavily in favour of economic progress

By Nupur Gill

S

so. However, population alone is not the issue. A
white elephant in the room is consumption.

With the aforementioned growing economic capability, an escalating aspect of modern life is consumerism. One may attribute this to be more prevalent in developed nations, however, the middle and
upper classes of developing countries like India are
fast catching up. An insatiable thirst for the latest
mobile phone on the maket, a car for each family
member, an expanding trove of precious jewellery
A burgeoning global population is increasing the com- et cetera is increasingly becoming a part of one’s
petition for scarce natural resources, widening the di- status and measure of success. Yet are these items
vide between the rich and the poor and simultaneously truly needed? Is the thought of walking to the local
plundering the Earth. The need for solutions of con- store rather than driving, that awful? Is purchasing
trolling populations and birth rates through national your own goods in brick and mortar stores, rather
policies and education of the masses may be apparent, than online that inconvenient that one is willing to
yet of immense vexation to the layperson, to whom these inherit ridiculous amounts of packaging that imare beyond their immediate control. Governments and mediately finds its place in the trash? Is carrying
regulatory regimes are repeatedly questioned and rightly ones own reusable shopping bag so un-cool?

The ineptitude of local authorities in waste management is often lamented in India, especially Bangalore,
for those familiar with the city. But what leads to the
garbage build-up evolving into mountains on every
other street corner? It is us too of course. It is but common sense that if we generate less trash, there will be
less accumulating everywhere. This is no excuse for
the local authorities in doing their job, but is food for
thought in reducing our footprint on Earth. Many of us
fall victim to the environmental folklore of using paper
bags being more eco-friendly than plastic. While yes,
they are biodegradable, and plastic not, their re-use is
limited. This said, plastic bags too have an average lifespan use of only twenty minutes before making way into
trash. The lack of proper waste management add to our
woes with all the trash blocking our streets, clogging
drains, getting ingested by innocent birds, cows and
other ‘street animals’ so common in India, becoming
breeding sites and habitats for disease carrying organisms, and the very least, an eyesore. But this is not all.

The garbage duly collected and disposed primarily
goes to landfills.

As citizens of the Earth, we carry a
duty to exhume and consume
responsibly
They are tightly packed, cutting off oxygen supply
and thus inhibiting decomposition of even the biodegradable or ‘eco-friendly’ materials we complacently throw. Furthermore, landfills due to their
nature release into the environment toxic gases as
well as chemical leachates posing grave threats to
local eco systems and communities settled in the
vicinity.
Furthermore, despite drives for waste segregation

Divya Dharshan

SPOTLIGHT

SPOTLIGHT

ustainable development as per the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED),
or popularly known as the Brundtland Commission of 1989, entails social and economic aspects in conjunction with environmental factors and additionally
emphasises on intergenerational equity. However, with
growing economic capability of humankind globally, the
balance is tipping heavily in favour of economic progress. Whilst this one may deem as crucial in alleviating
global poverty, alas the real picture is a distant one.

Rounak Ghosh
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Maverick Musings
By Prasanth Vidyasagar

SPOTLIGHT

Rounak Ghosh

at source, it is not practiced widely; for the sake of
convenience or sheer ignorance. Segregating waste
not only assists better handling and treatment, but
also minimises the requirement of labour to manually do so – a grave health hazard. Kitchen waste may
be processed to be manure whilst some elements of
dry waste can be recycled. A crucial component of
waste is also e-waste; the separate management of
which is imperative.
Waste only addresses the end of life of products.
Their ‘birth’ arises from materials extracted from the
Earth too. Mobile phones for instance, that typically
last in ones ownership for a little more than a year,
thanks to planned obsolescence and growing thirst
for swanky technology, are made up of several rare
earth elements and chemicals. According to a study,
it is becoming increasingly easier to harvest gold
from disposed phones instead of the ore.
While one may dismiss this to be a good thing for
the ease, it denotes severely pillaged mines, as well
as the extent of waste and contamination on disposal. Extensive exhumation leaves ecosystems destabi-

lised, species habitat-less, the environment polluted,
humans diseased and society impaired.
New inventions, upgraded models and shortened
lifespans of all electronic devices today are keeping
their companies in business, and we are unconsciously extracting Earth’s treasures and dumping it back in
forms highly toxic to both the environment as well
as humans. This is true of all goods that we choose to
indulge in.
Whilst one may endlessly debate the role of developed
countries in historical emissions and demand attribution of responsibility and action to them, global environmental and climate change knows no boundaries.
It is descending upon all and needs to be stemmed
without egoistical war of words and inaction. Thus,
leaving politics of it aside, as citizens of the Earth,
we carry a duty to exhume and consume responsibly.
Hence, aside from instituting efficient waste disposal
systems and waste segregation at source, embodiment
of minimal living shall take us a long way. Literally.
(nupur.gill@gmail.com)

The Definition of Important
More prayers are said when ones battery is dying, than in
any other situation
More people are concerned about catching a signal, than
catching up with a loved one

Nupur Gill is an environmental and social work enthusiast. She has recently attained a M.Sc in Environmental Technology
from Imperial College, London. She wishes to make a change by pursuing a career in the environmental sector after a stint
at Goldman Sachs and is looking forward to making an affirmative difference in environmental work.
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Call Me Home
(left)

They said I’m too old and put me in a home.
How can you call something home, when pain lurks in every corner?
You showered me with love once, I was your superhero
Even an old ragged cloth has a place at your home.
I don’t pity myself but you, for what you see is actually an older you.

Udisha Sharma

The Puppet Strings
(right)

As kids we used to play with toys that were animals
Today the kids have turned into toys and humans, animals.

Samridhi Singhal

That’s What the Audience Wants!
Criticizing images we are forced to accept

By Divya Sharda

I
Virtual Hypnosis
We live in an age where
people spend hours on the internet
looking for a picture of a sunset, a
beautiful flower or a starry night.
Without realizing that all it takes is
a look out of the window.

gest or not – like I said, to each
his own. But please don’t sell
something to me by saying this is
what the audience want. I didn’t
ask for it, it is being stuffed down
my throat. No filmmaker has ever
come to me, asking me what I
want. I want art. Not toothpaste
ka naya flavor. My main issue with
films with such content is that very
young children have access to these
trailers that are adult films whose
content is rated – but not when it
comes to trailers or YouTube clips.

Then there are these indecent
songs in decent movies. Halkat
Jawani has a line that goes “aankhon ko kyun seke, haathon se kar
manmaani” - really? I think I can
live without these words in my life.
Now you will say, sarkai lo khatiya
etc. has been in our lives from much
Ok, let’s forget what people can di- before, things were always ‘implied’

and I am not defending those
obnoxious songs either – but access to such content was limited.
Very limited. I don’t remember
any of us singing & dancing to
Sheela Ki Jawani at the age of 3-6.
Wide scale popularity of these
songs is used as an excuse to
make more. However, it is a scientific opinion that good tunes
will register and pick up. Music
is appreciated, maybe the dance
step becomes a cult – but we don’t
know if the very disgusting camera angles are required. In the bid
to out-do the previous hit video,
clothes are becoming shorter,
daaru bottles are increasing in
number, and cameras are reaching up to the thigh of every woman in the video. Is there a line
they can draw for themselves?

SPOTLIGHT

’ve often heard this phrase whenever a movie maker or lyricist
is questioned about the content
they are creating. Be it Mera Naam
Mary or Mastizaade. ‘We are only
making what the audience wants.’
Having been in the entertainment
industry for almost a decade, I have
seen its changing colours. We have
grown in many ways –you look at
movies like Piku and feel proud.
Then you see the trailer of Hate Story 3 and Mastizaade and your head
drops in shame. When I interviewed
Vir Das and questioned his choice
to work in such a movie, he said we
appreciate movies like American
Pie but can’t accept this? He said
that these are jokes we accept in English but cringe when we see it in
Hindi. (Yes. We do. It disturbs my
sensibilities; but to each his own).

The Mailman’s Dilemma
Only if we were more concerned about
tracking our carbon footprints than our
orders, things would be so much better.

Prashanth Vidyasagar handles content and strategic alliances for Amruco, a UK-based music and media licensing company in
Bangalore. He also writes a music column for Bangalore Mirror apart from owning codewordmusic.com, a website that explores the
world of international and Indian music.
(prashanthvidyasagar@gmail.com)

Rounak Ghosh
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SPOTLIGHT

Rounak Ghosh
The industry needs to take a step
back and take social responsibility. They keep dusting it off by
saying no one follows films in
real life and that we are only portraying what’s happening in the
society. So when was the last time
you saw a Chikni Chameli, Fevicol, Daddy Mummy hai nahi ghar
pe – in real life? Darr was released
in the 90s. We know what happened to Deepti Sarna, don’t we?
Let’s not hide behind hollow
principles such as “we are the
mirror to society”. There are
some movies that do, some that
only exist to entertain and others that tell stories. Stop saying this is what I want. Though
what is true is that I don’t have
anything else to do – no other

medium of entertainment. I go
on a Friday to catch a movie and
thanks to the ever-increasing ticket rates, and the unlimited population of India they make money &
decide to torture us with sequels
like Hate Story 3 and Houseful 2.
Sometimes, you do not even stop
at that. Houseful 3 is on the way,
even though 2 was a big failure
and a slap on Sajid Khan’s face.

ity. Then again, don’t get me wrong.
No one is saying ban everything that
can “spoil” us. I am just saying – use
creativity to create positive content.
Yes, you can still have your rated films
but get certificates for promos as well.

Redefining
Ideals
By
The ‘We Care’
Editorial Team

Till date, we sing out Gulzar’s poetry
“Mera kuch Saaman” from Ljazat and
cry. We hold it close to our hearts.
When we hear it… we mature, we
get perspective and the very basic
need of the soul to consume art is fulfilled. Can we try to get somewhere
close to that? Or have we decided
the society is as hollow as you claim
it to be? Where is the poetry I say?

They have a problem showing a
warning sign whenever someone smokes on screen, saying
people don’t take up smoking
by watching someone on screen
do it. Ask Rajnikanth why he replaced a cigarette with a chewing gum for his signature style on (divya.sharda@fever.fm)
screen. Respect. He understood
his social impact and responsibil-

Divya Sharda is a Punjabi who grew up in Mumbai and is currently settled in Bangalore. She completed her
BS LLB in Goverment Law College in Mumbai and has been a radio professional for eleven years. Currently
she is hosting the number one mid-morning show in Bangalore - Radio Magazine with Divya on Fever 104fm
(non-Kannada). She is also the Music Manager for the radio station and loves yoga and theatre.
Gopika Suresh
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Defining Ideals

The Centre For Management Studies: Yuva

“The world is flat”, said one man sitting above others.
“The world is flat”, they agreed.
Celebration, mockery, blind belief held their sway as
centuries passed away. Then one person questioned.
“How is it that no one has fallen off the edge?”
And silence followed.

Wailing, malnourished babies, impoverished children,
wronged men, exploited women, neglected LGBT
groups and a sustainably degrading environmental
condition. Among many other unnamed problems
these are the ones clearly visible to mankind. The largest problem that our ideals have to face is a phenomenon known as reality. Reality is brutal in nature; because it tells us that we have unlimited wants but only
ccording to the Holy Bible, aeons ago when limited means to satisfy them.
God created Adam and Eve, he created the
most magnificent place for them to stay. It is of course obvious to us at this point that there is an
This magnificent place known as “Garden of Eden” essential difference between how we idealise the world
was indeed very different from the world we know and how it really is. So is an ideal world a myth? Is runas it exists today. It consisted of everything good and ning behind it a waste of time? No. Pursuing it ensures
beneficial for the leisurely survival of Gods new cre- that we reach a better state than the one in which we
ations. It was their Utopia- an ideal society they exist- exist in right now.
ed in until Eve was tempted by the Devil.
Complex terminology may be used to explain why a
The desire to attain this Utopia never died down. The gap between ideals and reality must be bridged. Suffice
need to see things being carried out perfectly persist- to say that when there occurs a huge gap between what
ed. This led to the creation of Ideals. From an eagles we expect and what really happens, an uncomfortable
point of view everything seems fine; the world seems conflict that arises in our mind. To avoid this personal
like a good place to live in. But when one tries to take discomfort we tend to voice our opinions and stand
up for our faith in our ideals. Sometimes we fight this
the perspective of the human, things start to differ.
Frank Anthony Public School: Interact Club

Sonket Mukherjee
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battle alone and sometimes with others by our side.
As a group then, we tend to protect them and achieve
closer approximations to them. Awe-inspiring stories
of such groups standing up for what they believe is correct and their ability to affect reality have evolved over
the years. We can safely then term that this involves
bringing about a constructive change.

The National Service Scheme (NSS) as an integral
part of St. Joseph’s College of Arts and Science has
stepped up in terms of Social Service. Their campaigns on human rights, LGBT awareness, child
rights, poverty have had a profound effect encouraging awareness amongst their student community. At
a more technological platform, the NGOScout App
launched by the students of the Centre for Management Studies, launched in December 2015 seeks to
bridge the gap between the people and social work by
allowing them to locate NGO’s near them. It is now
available in Google Play store as well as the Apple
App Store. It highlights the NGO’s work, their goals
and facilitates

We bring to you the stories of young game changers
who try to make the society a better place to live in.
We bring to you the stories of young men and women
who saw that there was so much going wrong in the
world that they decided to change it. We bring to you
the stories of such student initiatives that result in the
making of organisations that make our reality less bru- The Centre for Management Studies has also formed
an organization called Yuva whose mission is to ‘igtal to face.
nite consciousness among the youth to do well’. It was
Lack of education is a basic problem in the world. Fix started nine years ago and works to raise awareness
Foundation, an initiative based in Bangalore, start- about education, society and health. Thread India,
ed by the students of BMS College of Engineering in a more recent initiative attempts to conduct classes
February 2012 aims to help underprivileged children for children living in the rural and urban slums of
attain primary education. An organization which con- Bangalore, the main motive being to provide a secure
tains volunteers who are younger is the Interact Club of future for the children by enabling them to choose
Frank Anthony Public School. Though they are merely the courses offered without the creation of confusion.
students, they collected 320 kgs. of food and donated it
to Auto Raja’s Home of Hope recently.
Three years ago the Cultural Coordinators of M. S.
Ramaiah Institute of Technology (MSRIT) set up a
WE CARE | March 2016
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student run organization called The School Tree Project. This initiative has sixty members and aims at providing underprivileged children with proper education
and overall holistic development. The main objective
of this initiative is to give these children a platform to
showcase their talent. Most children in their project
areas cannot afford this and The School Tree Project
attempts to bridge this gap by teaching them dance,
music art, theatre and sports.

Social Work organizations. With their help, we have
traced the ideals that serve to help society, the obstacles that are common to all, the deviations that become necessary and the achievements of each other
that we celebrate in glee and finally the redefining of
ideals that we embark upon. The central role of Social
Work oriented organizations is to question the problems of the world, to set goals, find solutions and to
awaken those who remain sleeping and careless. It is
this role more than any other that we wish to highThese are the initiatives whose interviews allowed us light. As you turn the pages, you will discover what
to gain a better understanding into the functioning of we have learnt on this wonderful journey.

The desire to attain this Utopia
never died down

Organizations may have the same goals with varying
objectives because of the kind of work they focus on.
The reason for this prioritization can be attributed to
the fact that while large-scale events generate more
funds and publicity for their cause, meeting weekly targets primarily help in implementing a change in lives.
This is seen especially in student initiatives dealing
with children when missing a session would weaken
the bond between them and the volunteers.
Other organizations divide their objectives into long
term and short term ones. The former category includes organizing a set number of events under each
agenda, spanning over every semester. The School Tree
Project and Thread India are two such initiatives with
weekly goals targeting underprivileged children. Other
organizations like Yuva and Interact Club divide their
goals into long term and short term.

REDEFINING IDEALS

Some initiatives tend to focus more on widening their
reach. This is especially seen in the case of direct involvement with the underprivileged- if the project area
is underdeveloped, they tend to focus on its improvement first. On the other hand, if they’ve adopted a
slightly more progressive camp, change is implemented
faster and they shift their focus to other projects. This
is demonstrated by FIX Foundation as it went on to
start another wing within seven months of its inception. They’ve also met with the core objectives of their
primary goals in many ways.
Divya Dharshan

The Ship’s Crew
“Start the ship, we have a journey to complete”, a
traveler said.
“Yes, we must reach our destination as soon as possible”, said another.
Agreement, laughter, excitement, ignorance and then
one person questioned.
“How? With no Captain or Crew?”

M

jecting the possible vision of the organization. In fact,
it is one of the prerequisites of success. Having a set
of goals has a huge impact on the initiative’s future,
apart from being a fundamental prerequisite for an
individual to join an initiative, especially if one needs
to find a personal connect with it. Goals can also
serve as an anchor whenever volunteers doubts their
use in an organization.

uch like life without a deliberate purpose
is an organization without intended goals. While goals are generally broader and abstract, objecGoals have been incorporated into organiza- tives are narrower and concrete. Objectives are mere
tions for a plethora of reasons which go beyond pro- extensions, a more tangible version of a goal. For ex-
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ample, take an organization whose goal is women empowerment, and which due to the need of funds organizes a fundraiser. Here, the objective is to raise funds
so that it can achieve its goal of empowering women.
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Deadlines and goals are mostly prioritized keeping the
students’ welfare in mind, depending on the amount of
time they put in and their work’s consistency. As almost
all volunteers are students, most deadlines are fixed
keeping their academic commitments in mind. They
are usually realistic and the workload is reduced during
exams.
Most initiatives have a fixed set of goals and deadlines,
made by the educational institutions themselves in order to aid in the smooth functioning of the organization throughout the year. The Interact Club of Frank
Anthony Public School is one such initiative which has
a set goal of conducting two to three food drives annually. Their recent food drive and stationery drive donated 320 kilos of food to Auto Raja’s Home of Hope and
around 500 sets of stationary to two orphanages and

schools for the poor.
An event demands a lot of planning, patience and
dedication from every volunteer in an organization.
“Christmas at ECHO”, an event at ECHO, a juvenile
centre with an art and bake sale raised up to Rs.25,000
and is considered by The School Tree Project as their
best achievement to date. Putting together such a
huge event not only requires a lot of time from the
volunteers but also the skill set for effectively managing it. Yuva and NSS are two awareness-oriented
initiatives whose primary focus is on events.
Setting objectives and working towards achieving
them are two different affairs altogether. Although
volunteers strive tirelessly to achieve them, there
are lapses in a few cases where the goal is ultimately
achieved, albeit past the set deadline. Deadlines are
usually realistic, but there are times when the volunteers tend to prioritize their other commitments over
these initiatives.
Initiatives sometimes deviate from their goals-while
they’re determining their objectives. Sometimes, such
deviations lead to the birth of a new goal, where when
deciding the objectives, they stumble upon a problem
in society that needs to be urgently addressed, and
add it to their list. Sometimes these deviations even
lead to the discovery of new and more innovative
means to achieve their goals. But there’s also a flip
side where they might go completely off track.
These goals provide perspective for a lot of the students who’ve joined. Some would’ve joined without
any proper intentions of their own but as time passes
they internalize these goals, making them their own.
This kind of commitment could be problematic as
it could go both ways. Volunteers could either sacrifice everything they have and do their best for the
organization or their passion for the cause could get
shattered by negative returns, ultimately resulting in
them leaving the organization itself.
Once an organization has fixed its goals and objectives, the next step is to achieve them. Having the
means to achieve a goal is the most important aspect of the whole process of making set goals a reality. Some initiatives have a fixed set of objectives
and deadlines, made by the educational institutions
themselves in order to aid in the smooth functioning
of the organization throughout the year. While such
a set-up eliminates confusion on what needs to be
achieved, it could also limit them. In other organizaRounak Ghosh

tions where the institution does not play a major role
in goal-setting, there is a more relaxed environment
and a free flow of ideas.
There are generally two kinds of initiatives. The first
that is centred on hierarchy and the second which is
centred on the average volunteer. Hierarchy also plays
an important role in the proper functioning of an organization and also in prioritizing goals. Almost all
institutions demand a hierarchal framework during
the conceptualization of any new initiative. While
some organizations shy away from having a rigid
hierarchal structure, stating that it restricts an open
exchange of thoughts and ideas between volunteers,
there are others which prefer to have a proper structure in order to run smoothly.

The way goals are set a have a profound effect on the
volunteers. Goals to improve the organization could
ultimately make a volunteer more inclined to power
than the actual spirit of volunteering. Here, especially
in the case of organizing an event, a volunteer may
tend to favour a position with more authority than
one of an average volunteer. Such initiatives hone
the leadership skills of their volunteers, but can also
cause dissatisfaction which might lead them to quit.
Educational institutions play a major role in aiding
goal-setting and in helping them achieve them. By
providing incentives for the initiatives, they help support the cause wholeheartedly and also aid in getting
more volunteers to join such causes. Rallies held by
NSS are covered and publicized by the students pursuing a degree in media studies in their own college.
Most initiatives use the institutions’ premises and
fests as the primary way of publicizing their cause.
In the case of the NGOScout App, their college offers
internships and they currently have 11 interns. Some
institutions like in the case of The School Tree Project, grant attendance to those who’ve been working

Society in general plays a major role in how these organizations function and even set their goals. While
positive remarks from the public is regarded as a
green signal to continue with work there are times
when they get a negative response, or even no response at all which could lead volunteers to question
the whole process itself.
Most student-initiatives start off with a set of goals,
including plans for the future such as setting up many
more projects in different areas or improving their
existing ones. The team behind NGOScout hopes to
broaden its database of NGOs for a better connect
between NGOs and the people. In more direct interaction based initiatives, like The School Tree Project,
Thread India and The FIX Foundation, they seek
to reach out to a larger audience by widening their
sphere of influence. Ultimately, the underlying truth
is this: even though all their achievements might not
coincide with their goals, they are beneficial to society.

Off the Yellow Brick Road
“Follow the yellow brick road and you shall reach
the magician’s castle”, the witch said.
A brainless scarecrow, a heartless tin soldier and a
cowardly lion later, Dorothy meets the magician,
kills the wicked witch and returns home.
What would have happened if she had refused to
step off the path?

W

hen people’s intended objectives are repeatedly incongruent with their acquired
results, they have two simple options to
choose from- they can either quit or they can continue by deviating in order to get fruitful outcomes. But
can quitting ever give scope for continuity? Or are
they mutually exclusive? To understand this, a paradigm shift becomes imperative in regard to how we
view the notion of ‘deviation’.
Deviations play a pivotal role in any organization
by stitching together the organizations’ goals and
their achievements. When put in everyday terms,
the phrase ‘Plan B’ sounds very familiar to us, thus,

demonstrating how this idea plays an active role irrespective of the scale of problems. It is the safety catch
that demonstrates our tendency of changing course
from our original path.
While deviation may be a deliberate move, this
needn’t always be the case as often times organisations unknowingly wander around their routes and
unintentionally come across helpful ideas. Yet, a very
crucial question that springs up when any organisation is put into spot light is- does an organisation owe
its success to the ones who stick on to plan A and preserve or to the ones who deviate and try to improvise
on their initial plan by considering alternatives?
When we examine an instance from Yuva, it becomes
evident that sometimes loosening one’s grip on the
initial idea and working in tandem with the drift is
beneficial. By extending the duration of ‘Make a Day’,
the volunteers were able to strongly impact others’
happiness and increase their own satisfaction.
To answer this, we then need to discuss about the role
played by an organisation’s ability to adapt. Having
Sonket Mukherjee

While deviation may be a
deliberate move, this needn’t
always be the case as often
times organisations
unknowingly wander around
their routes and
unintentionally come across
helpful ideas

Akhshita Pillai

Experience is the
grandfather of theory
and it is important for
us to be open to
learning, to
realize that in our
deviations lies the
answer to many of our
problems
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Such an excellent structure is found in Yuva, where
the first years join as volunteers, the second year students are given the status of members and the third
years form the organizational structure which consists of the student representative, deputy student
representative, department heads and agenda heads.
The third year students are mentored by ex-organizational structure members who form the management
committee. Incidentally, it is seen that usually newer
and budding initiatives function without a proper hierarchy in comparison to larger ones.

for the initiative during college hours.
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Social Work Student Initiatives
Trishal
(https://m.facebook.com/DESIGNFREAKOFFICIAL)
By Trishal
ReddyReddy
(https://m.facebook.com/DESIGNFREAKOFFICIAL)

established too rigid means not only curtails the initiative’s growth but also limits the volunteers. Rigidity ensures stagnation and stagnation is worse than
degradation.
The contradiction lies in the fact that deviations are
really in the means more than the goals. The goals
remain stagnant, unchanging and idealistic. The
real difference is in the path we adopt. Only if we
step off the yellow brick road can we meet the people
who will help us reach our goal. Sometimes the path
shown to us is the idealistic one. In the end we may
not need the magician but rather the courage to go
against what we are told to believe.

perience is the grandfather of theory and it is important for us to be open to learning, to realize that
in our deviations lies the answer to many of our
problems. That in a way, in deviating we are truly
on the path we are meant to be on. The ultimate
goal of any functioning initiative is always that of
betterment- whether of an individual or a society.
So it is when the organization refuses to make any
deviances in this regard that it ceases its journey.

The Institutionalization of Selflessness

Now coming back to the initial question of quitting and continuity being mutually exclusive, it’s
certain that this needn’t be the case as departure
from something makes room for arrival of another- provided that this holds true only when guided
We may have to change the ideals we believe in. Ex- by rationality and not convenience.

Krishna Balaji

“I wish to increase my happiness by 8% and reduce my It requires time, dedication, creativity, optimism and
selfishness by 15%”, said the Patient to the Doctor.
so many specific qualities that all those in the field
seem to share the view that that there seems to exist a
“I prescribe 2 hours of Social Work and one dose of particular personality type, one that is created by bereality per week”, said the Doctor. “That seems to be a ing in the field for so long. They need to be consistent
therapy that’s popular nowadays.”
in their work. The aforementioned ship will not be
able to sail smoothly if the sailors are merrymaking
every day. Acknowledgement thus becomes a centre
for the smooth running of an organization. It allows
s Social Work the new fad? With corporate social one to transform Social Work from a form of extrinresponsibility in offices becoming increasingly im- sic motivation to an intrinsic one that one does for
portant day by day this is a question that seems easy one’s own.
to answer. Yes, Social Work is the new fad. It is being
taken up by an enormous number of people collec- Volunteers appreciate acknowledgement of their contively doing their bit for society, contributing wherever tributions, generosity and hard work. Social Work
and whenever they can but the tendency of fads is that is mostly always a voluntary process with nothing
they’re short-lived.
gained by the volunteers except the sheer satisfaction
of doing a good job and making a positive change.
Scores of people start out by throwing themselves into Acknowledgement and appreciation comes in nuSocial Work but gradually decide that it isn’t for them, merous forms, be it the smiles on the faces of kids
the task being too arduous. On the other hand, there who were just taught something new or the appreciaare those who stay and dedicate their time and energy tive claps of an audience who have gathered to watch
to it. It seems to us that often, Social Work is an ac- a social awareness campaign, and even extrinsic required taste. Each person is unique and a small trial wards like certificates, promotion in the hierarchy of
volunteers, or credits.
period helps one discover if one is suitable for it.

REDEFINING IDEALS

Scores of people start out
by throwing themselves
into Social Work but
gradually decide that it
isn’t for them

I

Sonket Mukherjee
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Redefining Ideals
Divya Dharshan

They ask us to question, to
awaken from blind belief
and to find individualistic
meaning in the work that we
choose to do

Divya Dharshan

Most volunteers don’t consider personal time sacrificed
for volunteer work very troubling. This greatly benefits the organization in terms of the work done but may
build up stress at the end of the day. Very few consider
both as separate aspects. Criticism too is a challenge
that volunteers face, mostly from the general public
who does not understand the concept of social work
and cannot see why people would sacrifice their precious time giving back to the society which they are assumed to have no specific obligations towards.
Students especially do not understand the importance
of social work and sometimes laugh and jeer at their
friends. Negative returns are also challenges faced as
sometimes target audiences do not respond as expected. People outside our organization may not respond
in a positive manner. Awareness campaigns and rallies

may be ignored by the general public, donations may
not be well-received, children may not be interested in listening to what one has to say while teaching
them and sometimes volunteers may be dissatisfied.
Coming to the role of an average volunteer, it is often
discounted. Nowadays, it seems like only positions
are given importance in a particular organization.
The one person going out of one’s way to help society is far more important than those who simply order from above. Every contribution is counted, every
minute spent makes a difference to someone or the
other irrespective of the magnitude of the difference
made. It can be looked at as a two-way learning experience, while the volunteer is giving to the society, one
too is learning just a much from the society, gaining
experience for life and respect for others.

The Innocent are those who believe in the causes they
are told to believe, who sacrifice their time and energy in the pursuit of ideas not completely achievable.
We are dealing with the human condition. A condition so violently distorted that it can never be saved.
However, it can be helped and there humankind finds
its purpose.

REDEFINING IDEALS

“I no longer believe in the work that I do”, he said.
“You must leave then”, they said.
Disappointment, dissatisfaction, anger, hurt, pain,
sorrow and finally silence. One voice speaks, quietly,
gently.
“There is a solution, your ideals – can you redefine
them?”

T

There is a third category of people. The one’s who believe that social work is not important, that there is
no purpose in spending one’s energy over it. These
are the Ignorant. After all, if there is any kind of work
worth doing, it is the kind spent in helping another
human being. In contrast, the experienced are those
who act like our conscience, raising their voices when
we believe we are being misled. They tell us that rather than believing what other people say, one must find
the power to define one’s own personal goals, one’s
Any organization promotes certain ideals, larger than own ideals, so to speak.
life goals that are propagated so often that eventually
one begins to believe in them, so strongly in fact that They ask us to question, to awaken from blind belief
rarely does one question their validity. Their purpose and to find individualistic meaning in the work that
lies in one sense to mobilize a task force who do not we choose to do. We won’t last long doing any task we
question. For the purpose of simple understanding, don’t believe in. It doesn’t help if these people leave.
we call those who do not question, the Innocent, and Their critical role cannot be fulfilled from the outside
the ones who do, the Experienced. Both have their as they are unable to help those struggling to find a
own roles, which are complementary.
reason to stay for a cause they once loved.
he stories that we write are the stories of the
people we have known. Over time, their experiences have become our own. It is a truth well
known that in a socially oriented organization, volunteer turnouts reduce over time. Our intention here is
to understand why it happens, to define the roles of
the people who leave and more importantly the roles
of those who choose to stay.
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to the fact that often an organization may not live
up to its original ideals, they are hurt. Leaving then,
isn’t really a solution. You may not be able to save the
world, but you can help. Your work adds to everyone’s
work. It may not be towards a definable end but stay
because when someone else gets disillusioned, you can
help them, stay because your work can mean something to you. Stay because you can redefine what you
In saying all of this, we can never discount the role of believe in.
the Innocent. They are the carriers of the spirit of the
organization. It is only because they believe in the im- Redefine your ideals, your goals to more personal
possible that they achieve the possible. They maintain ones, more self- centered, maybe, but which help you
the organization and their belief in the sole purpose find meaning in the work that you can continue to do
of social work is beautiful and must be admired. In towards society. We ask you to wake up, to question, to
contrast, the Experienced are like parents, attempting not borrow from what others tell you to believe in, to
to shield their children from the harsh realities of the be critical, and to work hard towards helping humankind if not saving it.
world but eventually being unable to.
We examined the reasons why we stay even when our
illusions are broken. We stay in part because we fear
being excluded from those that we have treated as
family. We stay because of the commitment we have
made towards work which must be completed and we
stay because more often than not, a part of ourselves
still believes in the work that we continue to do.

All children grow up and as the Innocents are exposed
Sonket Mukherjee

From The Cup				
By Srinjoy Dey 						
From the cup of their hand,
to the withering lips,
isn’t it a shame that they are on this land?
From the rag-covered kids,
to the men and women who wrap themselves in used rejects,
Isn’t it a shame that do not fit,
in the society for civilised?
Oh wait! Maybe they actually do!
To survive as scavengers and polish shoes.
Or perhaps make a living out of taking off shoes,
and other lusty clothes and to sell their bodies.
Bodies which are famished from inside
because it cannot abide
by the rules of this trade.
What can we do apart from debate?
It’s true! What can we do
when the problem is bigger than the solution?
The actions dissolve
as quickly as they are resolved
to be undertaken.
But it’s nothing personal, don’t be mistaken
because it’s them and not us.

REDEFINING IDEALS

I don’t know the answers, and neither do they,
all they need is someone to say
it’s going to be alright.
Although their futures might be far out of sight,
all they need is someone to tell them,
that at the end of the tunnel there is light.

By Sruthi Veeraraghavan

I once knew this irksome colleague
who on my first day at work, said
“Girl, this job is way out of your league”
and asked me to leave instead.
Why? I wondered, ‘I barely know this guy!
What does he have against me?’
My assistant at length chose to reply
and told me the whole story.
“Ma’am, you see, before you came
to work for this renowned newspaper,
that man you met the other day – his name
…pardon me, I don’t remember –
had burned the candles at both ends
for the post of Editor-in-Chief.
Alas! The boss instead recommends
your name for the post, to his grief.”
Later, however, I began to realize
that it did not end just there.
The reason for his strong despise
was neither legit nor fair.
The reason why he hated me more
than the men who held the post before
was because I was no man at all
but a woman – which made me ‘small’.
My mother once told me to live and let live
regardless of gender, beliefs or race.
Sadly, not all were taught to give
regard to everyone’s place.

(sruthi.veeraraghavan@arts.christuniversity.in)

METAPHORIA

Who will rescue them from the cusp
of this plague and malice?
Will it be those living in palace?
Or will it be someone from you and me?

Live and Let Live

(srinjoydey22@gmail.com)

Rounak Ghosh

Afterword: The Cover Story is our attempt to present to you student volunteer based socially oriented organizations
in all their entirety – from their integral mechanisms to their exceptional outputs, from the nuts and bolts which
hold them together to the different layers of polishing they are coated with. Our interactions with various student
initiatives have proven to be a reservoir of lived experiences. Unearthing numerous dimensions has not only forced
us to question but also to rethink. Apart from a round of applause to all the initiatives that have contributed towards
helping humanity, the sound captured in this attempt shouldn’t go unheard, a voice which is cajoling us to redefine
our ideals.
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Desire The Fire
By Rithu Paul

There is a fire
In my heart
Burning with desire

All gone
Because of us
Now do we moan?

To know the truth
Which is in you
Which is the fruit.

No!
No! No!

How much more
Cruelty could
She bear?
How many more
Lives to lose
Into the core?
The truth is
All I want to know
But received no answers

METAPHORIA

Where is the light?
Where is the inspiration?
Where is the life?
All gone
Like the mist
All lone
The Sun is not the same
The water is not the same
The air is not the same
The earth is not the same
But the fire is still the same...

Where is the heaven?
Where is the Eden?
All gone
Because of us
Now do we moan?
No!
No! No!
Never!
Nobody will hear her cry
Which lurks beneath
How much ever we try.
One day
One fine day
One beautiful day
Everything will change
Not by us
In any range
But by the greatest power
Nobody possess
Other than her

Change is a big word
To be used
In mere terms

With wings of fire
She’ll come
To make the lyre…

It is big word
To be used
In mere terms

With the forces of the water
She’ll come
To make the batter…

Where is the heaven?
Where is the Eden?

All combined
She’ll come

All combined
She’ll come
To be mined
Beware!
All of you out there
Beware!
For I know
The fire still burns
So never let go
Hold on to it
To know the truth
It’ll be lit
One day
One fine day
One beautiful day
Only when realization comes
The truth has its relevance.
Dear friends
Take that one step
To mend
A great step
Which will avoid
The great trip
I know
I know
I know
There is fire
In your heart too
Burning with desire
To know the truth
Which is in you
Which is the fruit.

(rithupaul1996@gmail.com)

Equality

By Caroline Bosco
There were a determined few
Who waited long in queue
There weren’t many, there were some
Who waited for the bus that would never come.
They’re fighting and have moved
There are points that they have proved
Their feet are sore and numb
They’re waiting, even so, for the bus that will never come.
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They walked and reached the destiny
They walked through a fairly long journey
They were ready, they were game.
But they were waiting for the bus that never came.

(carolinegauribosco@gmail.com)
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Krishna Balaji

in devotion sanity it sludged, before the question who you are,
the sheep they mumble we are.
Noble kings and noble lords sought her wisdom for their plebian
acts,
wisdom she had in chants and wealth, chants that gave the kings
no health.
Before her strings of wealth, the lords of the mass, puppets in
debt, the price of stealth.
The oddest tree of a humble origin, an uncrowned queen she
lasts.

Moriaria
By Arjun Sanker

Acres and acres wide there spun a city,
“The city of Moriaria” by the “tree of Aria”.
A tree so strong with its enchanting song “Aria”,
spun by men Moriaria men flummoxed and men needy.
Aria a tree of humble origins, stretched its roots,
deep in the ground of “Liscent” forever bound.
A tree that bears no leaves, it never craved water nor light, but to
the heavens it heaves,
with bark so dark, and branches grey, chanting song, to the sky it
shoots.
At night, with the moon so round and little bright, when clouds
fathom the crescent,
and when darkness succumb the remaining light, the tree it cries
“Aria Aria”, never in plight,
heard by many, men near, and men afar, lured they were by the
song they did hear.
“Aria Aria” the tree did sing in Moriaria at a long gone time it be
called Liscent.
Men poured in as the song flowed out, to the city of Moriaria,
not to see the city but the tree that bathed itself in divinity.
A tree that needs water nor light, but still grows in height and in
weight.
“The divine tree, the divine tree” in pleasure and tear many men
cried “Aria Aria”.
As the sun sets down, when the shadows merge with the falling
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darkness, in moonless night or as the clouds veil the moon,
as darkness impedes sight,
the tree it sings “Aria Aria” till light it spreads “The city of
Moriaria”.
Nevermore alone millions and millions they sing along in
rhyme and madness.
Millions did seek, Liscent they sought, to reach the land
where Aria grounds.
A simple moor by the sea Liscent was, Liscent it fitted this
lea nomore,
“The moor of Aria” they said, for the ease of tongue soon it
became “Moriaria” ,
Men connived, Aria never denied, as in gold and silver there
came offerings.
The song of Aria it fathomed deep in men perplexed,
rich filled life’s and violent days, a life that thrives.
By the side of Aria, in her enchanting song they found their
mirth and euphoria,
and in these men she found her slaves, slaves forever long to
her trunk bound, never flexed
Men in flocks, they flew in as her miracles reached in ears
afar,
like sheep they stood for their new shepherd, little did they
knew of this leopard.
Drudged they were, by this great deceiver, each a slave, each
a believer,

Forever long can none be fooled, for a wonder in men doubt it
resides.
the wind of change it blew hard with might, breeding a forced
instilled with doubt, a force no light,
For even Aria feared this rise, for in her own men she saw light
cross her lies.
Fear it cracked the mask she wore, divulging a glimpse of the
demon that hides.
Fear it chocked the symphony, symphony that illumined divinity,
“Aria Aria” the tree no more did chant, “Aria Aria” in malice it
roared, tearing the grounds of Moriaria.
Amidst the perplexity and euphoria, doubt it imbued a touch of
reality,
flames in eyes for “toils on fake hope and drudgery for years”
they sung in unison “morbidity”.
Tongues that praised the miracle tree cursed the tree with all its
might,
hands it took weapons blunt, deceived minds upon truth, a new
hunt.
“The tree it craved water nor light, sucking our lives it grew over
night,
the miracles, mere tricks to gather wealth, tricksters the connivers ,’ye be banned from our sight.”
Noble kings and noble lord, drowned in debt, lest they swore
their legions to Aria.
“Hey sons of noble birth and vulgar acts, if by her side you stand,
the mass then sings you death.”
The fear of death it bid away the bind, noble kings and noble
lords they made their mind,
“Oh our noble mass , spare us from our ail, the legion is the mass,
bring forth the freedom of Moriaria.”
All is lost but the ground she stands, to the past she was cast
“Alone.”
The bark so dark even dark with blood that drips from cuts so
black, as swords pierced her bark .
No more chants, no more roars, only wails of ails, heard across
the shores,
The wail was lost, so was the ground, Aria from the ground of
Moriaria forever gone.

UPON THESE WORDS SHRINED TO ITS HEART MORIARIA CALLS ITSELF THE LAND OF THE PEOPLE
“DEMORIA”
FROM ONE TO ANOTHER.....??

(shivaramanananthakrishnan@gmail.com)

Oblivion

By Alma Rosina

Through the noisy canteen
Passed people with different rhymes; that one could find
Very distracting and distinct
But there was a rhyme
That silently sang from An unknown void
He sat there by the counter
Receiving orders but,
His gaze fell on someone
Or was it something?
As the rush pushed in
So did the orders and as
the clattering noises of
the plates and spoons
kept roaring ; the rhyme
was then a rhythm
But somewhere there was
a monotonous voice
From this man who stared
Into a person and through him he looked
When the meal was done
The plate came back
With leftovers that still
had its flavour
But it doesn’t matter to
Those kids who stood
Near the rusted gate
of the slum house.
Their laughter hummed;
A song of hunger
their innocent smile
was in the air
No one could ever see
How it is to die
searching for something
To fill their empty vessel
And their wait was,
Never in vain
Because someone cared
To listen to their
noiseless oblivion

METAPHORIA

METAPHORIA

Aria the tree that conquered land, to the sky it heaves to conquer
the world.
The future she sees, premonitions she has, yet change it blooms
amidst these superstitions.
The men who called her folly, nevermore seen in this world so
holy.
Masks they fall in this world, a time shall come to face the lies till
then told.

The connivers were forced to their deaths, no moaning faces
spared the gallow,
Moriaria was set free, the drudges, the lords of this hopeful land
free of Aria.
“Human in nature we are, fooled can we be, even in enmity
goodness we share,
Trust the kin to whom we were born, not in spells that grant
heaven, forever a human never a hallow.”

(almarosina13@gmail.com)
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Through Adventures and Risks
The Life of a Loco Pilot

By Chitresh Shrivastva

I

ndian Railways, the 7th Largest
Railway Network with a total
Length of 1, 15, 000 kms, 7500
stations and 19000 trains running
on a daily basis is operated by a
strong workforce of more than 1
million people of which, the Loco
Pilots or Train Drivers as the common man knows them, form a major part.
Indian Railways comprise of
100,000 Loco Pilots who operate 8000 locomotives which are of
the Diesel, Electric and the Diesel-Electric variants. The unfortunate part of this profession is that
these people get little respect for
the humungous task they execute
everyday which is filled with risk.
A loco pilot requires skill and com
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The unfortunate part of
this profession is that
these people get little
respect for the
humungous task they
execute

the temperatures inside the locomotive go as high as 50 degrees Celsius
and noise levels are at 100 decibels.
The lack of toilet facilities followed
by long working hours and no time
for rest has been a cause for concern. Fatigue and loss of focus leads
The candidates for this job are select- to collisions which have recently be-

petence just like any other profession. After all an individual in this
profession is paid seven times the
national average. The base salary
of a Loco Pilot starts at anywhere
between 62 – 66,000 rupees and
increases based on experience and
grade.
Indian Railways comprises of three
grades of drivers or engineers as
they are called in the US. An A grade
driver is the most experienced and
can handle any long distance train.
Such Drivers with 10 years or more
experience are eligible for operating
prestigious trains like the Rajdhani,
Shatabdi, and Duronto.
To become a loco pilot the minimum qualification for a driver is an
engineering degree in Electronics,

The reason is very simple; every
locomotive differs in its operation
and unless the driver is a master of
all trades, having one driver operating the train is next to impossible.
Post the Kalka Tragedy, 1 lakh posts
for loco pilots were still vacant. But
were they filled? Did anyone dare

OPENING EYES

OPENING EYES

Varsha Gowda

Mechanical Engineering or Automobile Engineering. Operating a
locomotive requires knowledge of
circuits and braking systems which
form a vital part of an operating
train.

Rounak Ghosh

ed through competitive exams held
at the zonal level after which they go
through vigorous training theoretically and practically. As they perfect
the art of locomotive driving, their
main duty is to call out the signal indicators, check all equipment and to
drive the train.

come a common phenomenon.

to take up this job? The questions
still remain.

A 2011 report by Hindustan pointed
out the dangerous practice adopt- (chitresh.csa2015@gmail.com)
ed by the Indian Railways to compensate for staff crunch. Drivers are
swapped from one locomotive variant to another which they may be
unfamiliar with. This endangers the
However, of late it has been noted safety of the passengers and increasthat drivers have been compelled to es the possibility of collision with
work under harsh conditions where other trains.
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The Monster Within

It sat there quietly waiting for him, ready to pounce the moment he opened his books
By Vineetha Bridgt George

T

His alarmed mother rushed to his
room and found him bawling on the
floor. She held him tight and let him
vent. She had known this was coming. The boy had been quiet for far
too long. Beside her was his dog, also
alarmed and concerned about Nikhil, just as much as his mother. Both
of them sat beside him till he calmed
down. After the tears stopped rolling down his cheeks and his breathing slowed down, she left to get him
some water.

Samridhi Singhal

morning she dropped him off at the
bus stop. He never spoke a word. He
just held her hand. Even when she
tried to cheer him up, he remained
silent, staring off at a distance. When
the school bus approached, he tightened his grip around her hand. He’d
settle in the bus and look at her and
she’d blow him a kiss – a ritual now.
When the bus began to move, they’d
watch each other disappear.

book. Remark after remark pointing
out that he was not good enough, not
up to the mark, needed to work harder. She looked at the torn pages lying
on the floor. The victims of her boy’s
outburst.

though she always saw him study
hard.
Nikhil’s words kept ringing in her
ears.
“I’m trying Ma. I get confused when
I begin to write. The teacher doesn’t
wait for me. Everybody else finishes
fast. I’m not able to remember even
though I practice every day.”

They were words that he had practiced for hours last night. The same
words in his dictation book seemed
to take a different form. The letters
appeared jumbled up. A symptom
“Mummy, I don’t feel well. I don’t
Now she knew exactly what Nikhil that she had just read about.
want to go to school. Please mumwas going through at school. She
snuck into his room and gathered She remembered how he struggled to my, Let me stay at home.”
learn to tie his shoelace. How all his
his books.
teachers always had a million things “I don’t have any friends. Nobody
Red ink sloshed all over his dictation to complain about her boy even likes sitting with me.”

OPENING EYES

OPENING EYES

here is something heartbreaking about watching a small
boy burst out. Nikhil ripped
the pages of his book, threw books
at the wall and pushed objects off his
table. And screamed and screamed
and screamed. Over and over again,
until there no longer was any ability
to produce sound left in him.

When she returned, she did not realize she was interrupting a silent conversation between the dog and her
boy. After forcing him to drink a little
water, she tucked him into bed. The
dog remained by his side. She planted a gentle kiss on his forehead and
whispered “I love you.”
She left his room and headed straight
to the computer and opened Google. Pausing for a moment she took
a deep breath and typed in ‘Learning
disabilities in children.’
For a long time that day, she sat there
staring at the computer screen, reading the words over and over again.
Page after page, article after article,
video after video. How could she not
have seen it? It was right there! In
front of her… all this time.

Samridhi Singhal

Nikhil hated going to school. Every
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pletely understand the curses. But
the tone was sharp enough to sever any young boy’s heart and make
him cry. The loud continuous
roaring came to an end with the
resounding echoes of a slap. The
mute class stared at Nikhil as he
held his now burning cheek with
both his tiny hands and fought to
hold back his tears.

His strokes of color were
so adventurous that they
always ventured too far
beyond the boundaries
OPENING EYES

Samridhi Singhal

“I’m stupid. That’s why I can’t do my ness of the pleasant blue made him
homework. That’s what my teacher happy. He admired the birds that
soared so high. He was so engrossed
told me.”
in the most ordinary things outside
She couldn’t remember the last time that he failed to hear the bell ring,
she saw him smile.
and his teacher call out his name.
Five times.
When Nikhil woke up later that evening, he narrated everything that What came next caught him off guard.
had happened in school that day.
Before he could gather what was happening, his teacher was standing in
He had reached school, found his front of him. He was angry. He could
way to the classroom, settled down almost see the fire come out his nosand stared out the window. He liked trils. Nikhil heard a lot of nasty things
looking at the sky. The serene vast- he wished he hadn’t. He didn’t com
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English period followed. He had
come prepared for it this time. He
had spent the previous night learning his dictation words. He was going to show them. They would see
that he was not dumb. Or so he
thought.
Math period remained uneventful.
Thank god! But the memory of the
last math class was still etched in
his mind. The teacher had picked
on him and demanded, “Five fives
are?”
Nikhil counted all the fingers on
both his hands and replied, “Ten.”
The teacher repeated the question,
louder this time.
He counted again, this time slower. He then gave the same answer,

confused. The third time the tone
was harsher, one that he was familiar with. This time he decided that
it was better to remain quiet and
look down.

there, a few slaps and ear squeezes home with me tomorrow? Don’t go
from the teachers. But that was noth- to school. Let’s go somewhere else for
one day. Okay?”
ing out of the ordinary.
At home, he received his mother’s
‘welcome home kisses’ and filled his
stomach with ‘made with love snacks’.
In his room the books lay on his table
open from last night and the words
on the page stared back at him.

Arts period was a pain. He loved
the colors. But his strokes of color
were so adventurous that they always ventured too far beyond the
boundaries. No matter how hard
he tried, how slow he colored, how All the effort he had made yesterday
focused he was, the colors never seemed to make a mockery of his failstayed within the lines.
ure. All the frustration, the helplessness, the pain, the loneliness. They all
As a result, his pictures never made came back to him. The nasty words,
sense. But no matter how bad they the bullies, the fits of giggles behind
looked, his mother always had a his back and every other thing that
place for them. They went on the made every day of his life miserable.
fridge door beside other important That was when he had lost all control
things like the grocery list.
over himself.

Nikhil’s eyes lit up and he nodded.
That smile she had missed so much
now spread wide across his face. She
watched him as he played with the
dog.

OPENING EYES

Samridhi Singhal

Picking up the phone she made a
quick call to the child specialist center.
“Dr. Prakash’s office”, said the voice
on the other end.
“Hi. I’d like to make an appointment”.

(vineetha2696@gmail.com)

The rest of his day in school was Once he had finished narrating the
ordinary. There were a few knocks day’s events, his mother smiled at
to the head and a whack here and him and whispered, “Will you stay at
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The Human Definition of Civilization

It is we who have subjugated and categorised them as barbaric, conservative,
underdeveloped, inferior animists
By Aishwarya Anand
us in our ‘civilized’ lives have never truly seen
and have substituted with stickers attached to
the ceiling.

O

ne might not have thought about it,
having been busy with the mundane
but it’s time we asked ourselves what
it means to be civilised. The problem with lessons in school is that we may never truly have
learned anything from them. Our education
system promoting the mundane definitions of
knowledge that we struggle to learn and forget
when learnt.
The ancient civilizations were called so because of the indigenous knowledge they possessed about the ‘way of life’ and culture that
sustained and passed on from generations,
until they collapsed. When we contrast this so
called civilised, westernised, globalised, modernised or urban life of the twenty first century, we come to the startling realization that we
still have a long way to go in comparison to the
tribal culture that most of us don’t try to understand or perhaps never can understand.
Human beings are complex, dynamic and
heterogeneous and serve as a parallel to an
equally competitive society in which we exist
in with all its diversity and paradoxes. The villagers and tribes live in harmony, realising the
dream that many in the city work for their entire lives. They may not have a desk job which
comes complementarily with an insufficient
salary packed with tension and stress regarding bills and EMI’s.

They can eat healthy and are not hampered by
thoughts of technology and the dominating digital world with gadgets that run out of charge and
re-arrange your grey cells. No traffic jams and
shopping malls or the abundant pollution and
tons of waste that we produce exist in their life.
Their life is ruled by the idea of simplicity rather
than by the pomp and grandeur that seems to be
a farce at the end of the day.
John Lenin once said, “No need for greed or
hunger or possessions, just a brotherhood of
men”. This is the dream which our urban society
craves for. They will probably laugh at us if we
talk about democracy, fraternity, equality, justice, freedom, ecology and so on, as all of this is
a part and parcel of their way of life.
It is we who have subjugated and categorised
them as barbaric, conservative, underdeveloped, inferior animists, and savages existing
in lost communities and other demeaning and
derogatory terms. We have deprived them of
the basic necessities of life, usurped everything
that is theirs, exploited them of their land and
resources, invaded, displaced, encroached and
destroyed their lives for our greed’s sake. We are
not even ashamed of ourselves. Rather we behave
like Nero’s guests, in ignorance and arrogance.
(anand.aishwarya@gmail.com)

In fact they get to work on the field or at home
where they are one with nature, getting ample
exercise and staying fit, breathing in fresh air
and obtaining vitamins from the sun rather
than from capsules in coloured bottles. They
can fall asleep staring at the stars that most of
Rounak Ghosh

Panopticon:

Come with us for a walk down the crowded streets of our project areas of Ambedkarnagar and LR
Nagar and glimpse the lives of a hundred souls. Their sober colors seek to fool you and for those
whom they judge worthy, treasures in hidden nooks reveal themselves in the brightest of shades. Your
burdens will cease to weigh upon you when you see the weight of the ones they carry and the smile of
a child whose hand you hold will be your guide. Your eyes will see what we have seen and in that still
moment of quiet wonder, we shall be the same.

Every word and every text, to the
baby bird in the tiny nest, prepared
her to make flight, to face the world
with all her might.

Sonket Mukherjee

Gopika Suresh

I give my past and present to you so
hold my hand and take the step, the
step to your future. For in your future,
awaits mine too.

Above: The rusted spikes of her old cycle stood apart from the dark
black tires. Every attempt to turn this wheel only made creaks and only
more creaks.
Below: Not everyone is born as a wick and that shouldn’t be a reason for
shame, for what counts is us shielding the light’s life even if we aren’t the
flame.
Samridhi Singhal

Divya Dharshan

Divya Dharshan

Look before you leap and then, look again. Sometimes
even floods can’t wash away your steps and, neither
can rain.

Above: Irrespective of how much, we celebrate order,
sometimes it is the clatter, that helps us move forward.
Below: The iron bars that held his movement, couldn’t hold his gaze,
those tightly held bars, slightly bent, would lead him out of this maze.

Sonket Mukherjee

Rounak Ghosh
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Above: She dries them in scorching heat, so that she can grind them better.
Yet, she pauses time and again, sometimes feeling helpless for them, at times
feeling helpless with them.
Below: Screws, nuts, bolts and nails, hammer, driller, tester, plyer, A
day or two to fresh and new, but who mends the mender?

She always kept it open for him to come home late,
until the day she found out that he’d never come
again.
Rounak Ghosh

Senthil Kumar

Rounak Ghosh

Above: A resevoir of colour, restless to be unleashed, but that
happens only when, the rays of hope are reflected and not
deflected.
Below: The magic, when the rough thorny cloaks reveal sweet
interiors to you, The Tragic, when you carelessly let them
overripe and rot.
Divya Dharshan

Squelch. Splatter. Spill. Drip. Trickle. Trinkle. Tinkle.
Drop.

Rounak Ghosh
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Above: I’m supposed to learn, but not from what I see, so
how am I to know, what I am expected to be?
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Below: Much awaited moments, may not always be treasures,
but the tiny little ones are always a pleasure.
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